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An Essay on Plastic Surgery. 1, words. 2 pages. A Description of Mankind's Essential Nature Which Entails
Self-Improvement and Perfection. 1, words. 3 pages.

But it appears that we are going to have to adapt ourselves to a society were humans have their body changed
surgically in such a radical extend that you do not know whether to amused or afraid. Joe Rosen who does not
seem to have any scruples about fx. Personally I think it is way to weird and I am downright discussed by the
descriptions of the surgery in the article where they talk about stretching torso fat and rejiging rib bones and
about how the patient afterwards will have full sensation in their new hanging, boned flaps of flesh. But at the
same time though I find myself being partly convinced when I read about how the brain, according to
apparently respected Dr. But just because something is scientifically possible and explainable should therefor
it be acceptable? Rosen appears to think so. And sadly the article is probably right in its comment on that if the
technology and the will to experiment exist it is almost impossible for even the most overwhelming ethical
qualms to prevent these surgeries from taking place. This excerpt tells about how athletes with a single
injection can manipulate with their DNA in favour of their athletic abilities. I already think that it is very
wrong for athletes to take steroids and such as they already do, but to mess with your DNA, that it down right
sick and in this context, as the article mentions, also the end of real competition and sportsmanship as we
know it, because of the fact that this can not be detected through tests. So these people are not just affecting
themselves they are also ruining it for, in this case, other athletes who believe in competition through human
capability, in its original sense. Here a young mother to be talks about the problematikken omkring genetic
counselling and amniocentesis during a pregnancy. Is it right to make discisions and take actions which affects
another life in such a huge way when the human being who is the object of the whole menagerie can not stand
up for itself and say no. In that context it would be appropriate to ask the vsentlige question of why people
voluntarily want to put their body through such unnatural changes as we have seen in the first articles. Most
people who do not know of this problem often come to the conclusion that these people are sick, and should
find another way of dealing with their low selfasteam, take a pottery-class or something. But should we not
just let these people do with there body what they wish, and if we do not like to look at it or hear about it, we
should look the other way and face the fact that just because a few people find this possibility the solution to
all there problems does not mean that the whole world will be running around with wings and tales by the end
of next week. And you could actually use the same justification in connection with the athletes. If they feel
such a huge need to win that they are willing to destroy their own body then let them. Of curse it will not be
the same to watch the sports any more, but the real reason why people tager aftstand is the same as with the
above mentioned. They are afraid that the tendency will spread. But just because super athletes might choose
to tinker with their DNA, it does not mean that our children in the future will have to get DNA injection to be
on the local sucker- team. Kort sagt a very superficial world in eternal stribe for perfection, where no one if
ever satisfied with their looks and real touch is a shamefull thing. Now you could imagine that the generations
before the people in the story felt that they would be happier if they changed their appearance, but were does it
end. When do we stop being natural human and become artificial surgical kiruriske art-pieces. We can se the
weirdness of the society in the story now, but then again if you had told people in the 17th century that it in the
future it would be almost normal to have fat sucked out from under your skin, and having silicone implanted
in your breast, el. I bet they would think that was pretty weird to. You can order a custom essay on Plastic
Surgery now!
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Cosmetic Surgery Essays by hwabatte Thank you for reading my cosmetic surgery essay. I hope to receive
comments from all of you. Should people be allowed to have cosmetic surgery before the age of 18? With the
application of science and technology in medicine, people, especially youngsters, are becoming more aware of
cosmetic surgery. According to a recent survey, nearly half of teenagers from 11 to 18 years old said they
wanted surgery in pursuit of a "designer" body like their idols and celebrities. However, having cosmetic
surgery before turning eighteen is still illegal in most countries. There are pros and cons in doing this. There
are two main reasons why youngsters want to go through cosmetic surgery. Firstly, the surgery will
theoretically make them more beautiful. Usually, a teen wishes to use the surgery to correct poorly
proportioned parts of their body including a mis-shapen nose, protruding ears, overly large breasts,
asymmetrical breasts, or severe acne and scarring. After their physical characteristics have been corrected,
they should look prettier and more attractive. Secondly, having cosmetic surgery is a way to gain self-esteem.
Because their physical problems have been solved, they no longer feel awkward about their appearances.
Therefore, they frequently gain more confidence in themselves. For example, Caitlin Clemons, an American
teenager, who used to have low self-esteem because of her body, was reported to gain confidence after her
breast augmentation surgery. On the other hand, having cosmetic surgery before 18 also has some drawbacks.
Firstly, it increases the risk of being affected by side effects from these surgeries. For instance, when going
under cosmetic surgery, there is a chance that you could have a reaction against anesthesia used in the
operations, which can be deadly. Furthermore, cosmetic surgery is likely to make patients get scars, which
cannot be corrected. Secondly, allowing teenagers to go through plastic surgery may make them overestimate
physical appearances over inner characteristics. Gradually, they may not treasure their personalities but try as
hard as possible to enhance their looks. In conclusion, having cosmetic surgery before turning eighteen has
both advantages and disadvantages. It could help you become more beautiful, but at the same time, make you
become a surgery disaster, if the surgery does not succeed. As a teenager, trying to enhance our body is
necessary, but we should also try to improve our personality.
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Here is your short essay on Plastic Surgery! Plastic surgery is a field of medical science associated with correcting the
form and function of a body part. Many deformities and functional deficiencies can be partially or completely eliminated
with the help of this science.

A plastic surgery argumentative essay: Well researched essay on plastic surgery clarifies several facts Plastic
surgeries have become the debatable issue these days due to the multiple factors associated with them. An
argumentative essay on plastic surgery thoroughly examines such factors with a keen focus on merits and
demerits. Such essays explain several things including associated elements from cosmetic surgery side effects
to psychological impacts as aftereffects in case something goes wrong. The big risk is that one might face
disfigurement instead of obtaining a desired look. A plastic surgery argumentative essay must raise many
questions of such clamoring nature connected to this major surgical procedure. Successful surgeries are
rewarding hence they develop self-confidence in a person who have undergone such surgeries. In case
something goes wrong its damaging effect becomes unbearable. One therefore, turns into a mocking material.
A research cms paper must remain highly focused on objective assessment of cosmetic surgery related
treatments. While describing positive elements, one must also make it crystal clear the potential dangers of
cosmetic surgeries in the research papers to guide others make opinions. An essay on plastic surgery must
therefore, remain a balancing one. In certain occasions the implanted plastic parts through the surgical acts
prove embarrassing and deadly as well. While explaining potential contentment of a person willing to undergo
a nose job writing a rhetorical analysis essay must also define minutest of its side effects. There are endless
issues which need to be discussed in the essays to help people make their opinions on plastic surgeries. Take
for example the usual side effects of breast implants or breast augmentation. It might prove lethal and in many
cases, one even suffers from regular pain for long time period. Plastic surgery argumentative essay: What
turns an essay on plastic surgery worthy for the decision making? It is necessary for everybody to remain
abreast of the pros and the cons prior to taking a decision to undergo the plastic surgeries. A research finding
by argumentative essay plastic surgery must highlight the advantages and disadvantages for perfect
consultancy. Obviously, every individual wants to be seen beautiful and self-confident. It is still impossible to
defy a specific color and body type, though. They can be based on the environmental factors of certain regions
individuals belong to. Keeping in consideration many such crucial factors the research scholars need to focus
on creative writing with keeping in consideration various case study results to attain a required research
objective. Plastic surgeries must guarantee the following: Such surgeries are popular in many societies
nowadays. Usually widespread amongst women willing to reshape calves or to attain longer legs or shave
jawbones and or to make their face slimmer is commonest of such surgical motives. Scientific dissertation
abstracts should elaborate such things in nutshell as to what makes the plastic surgeries so appealing and in
which circumstances their practice can be denounced. A plastic surgery argumentative essay would keep many
things into the limelight. It is a common scene to find masses undergoing eye-fold surgeries which also
happen to be commonest of the cosmetic surgical procedures in the current scenario. Essays on the cosmetic
surgeries, therefore focus on the scientific knowledge. It is interesting to note that such surgeries are not
always medical conditions. In all cases thesis format on the scientific research focus must remain on plastic
surgeries meant to fix serious deformations due to diseases, accidents or any other related cases. It is an
interesting fact that such surgeries are now common for the sake of attaining unique appearance. It is
understood that there can be variegated purposes of undergoing plastic surgeries even against the laws of
nature due to the easy availability of latest technology tools. One can write a finest plastic surgery
argumentative essay by keeping in consideration above mentioned factors such as environmental aspects,
surgical flaws, social pressures and whether any physical imperfection makes that step compulsory. An
objective research before providing research arguments is an important prerequisite. They also include a
portion on the detailed research of cosmetic testing on the animals to cloning related research activities besides
meniscus surgeries and cosmetic surgeries in the current context. Such understanding provides best research
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Essay on Why Koreans are Obsessed with Plastic Surgery - A Brief History of Plastic Surgery As early as Before Christ
(BC) was the beginning when a Hindu surgeon experimented on reconstructing a nose using a piece of cheek.

No matter what combatants against discrimination say, appearances that match the existing beauty standards
remain one of the crucial characteristics of a modern individual. People who are discontent with their
appearances have different ways of improving the way they look, such as makeup, clothes, or being in
harmony with themselves. However, there is a more radical alternative, which is effective in terms of changing
the way a person looks like, but is highly debated and should be abstained from in the majority of cases: The
foremost reason for not getting plastic surgery is that this procedure can become highly addictive Huffington
Post. The best examples of this are women like Cindy Jackson who got 55 plastic surgeries, which is a world
record , or Jocelyn Wildenstein, who is rumored to have spent about 4 million dollars on plastic surgeries.
Janice Dickinson, Michael Jackson, Courtney Love, and other famous personalities who had undergone plastic
surgeries can also be good examples of why this kind of surgery should be abstained from. Your paper is
almost ready to go? Let an expert have a final read over your paper before handing it in. See your grade before
Free Expert Help Plastic surgery does not solve the main problem of the person who decides to undergo it,
which is being discontent with his or her appearance. Such a person should rather focus on solving his or her
inner problems, and should pay more attention to what is going on within themselves rather than on the
surface of their bodies MindBodyGreen. In the case of an aging person, it might be the fear of death or the
feeling that they do not have a youthful appearance anymore that causes them to change their appearance. If a
person is obese, they should consider changing their diet and lifestyle rather than doing a liposuction.
Anyways, visiting a psychologist or a psychotherapist could be more useful and satisfying than having your
face redesigned. It is important to remember that plastic surgery is something that remains with you forever
dbreath. You cannot return to your natural look if you feel discontent with the surgery. You will have to do
another surgery to look similar to your original self, or try to improve on your previous plastic surgery.
Moreover, if you try to keep up with fashion trends, you will lose the race, because trends change, and your
appearance remains. What is natural is almost always better than the artificial, and deep inside you will know
that the way you used to look before the surgery was better. However, it is necessary to distinguish between
cosmetic and reconstructive surgery. Plastic surgery in its cosmetic aspect should be abstained from. You
cannot undo plastic surgery, so once you undergo it, you will have to live with it forever. Be yourself, and see
the beauty you hold naturally.
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Breast augmentation surgery, one type of plastic surgery, can impact a woman's ability to breastfeed when she
becomes a mother; and even later, it means a different mammogram protocol since the implants can, in some cases,
obscure lumps or tumors. The risk factor for having a procedure done is quite extreme for the pursuit of a more
physically.
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Against Plastic Surgery It is not a secret that the standards of beauty nowadays are rather strict and demanding. No
matter what combatants against discrimination say, appearances that match the existing beauty standards remain one
of the crucial characteristics of a modern individual.

Many people think about plastic surgery is just used for making your nose smaller or breasts bigger, when
actually it is used for much more. For example, plastic surgery can also help someone who has gotten burned,
by placing skin from another part of the body to the burn. Plastic surgery is primarily used for Plastic surgery
is a corrective specialty that is used for personal or medical purposes. If you analyze commercials on
television and on the Internet, most of them will refer to beauty: Although The end of the 20th century and the
beginning of the 21st century are remarkable in terms of how beauty standards have become seemingly
mandatory in the countries of the western world. According to a recent survey, nearly half of teenagers from
11 to 18 years old said they wanted surgery in pursuit of a "designer" body like their idols and celebrities.
However, having cosmetic surgery before turning eighteen is still illegal in most countries. T With the
application of science and technology in medicine, people, especially youngsters, are becoming more aware of
cosmetic surgery. This article uses the contentions of an experienced plastic surgeon, to help support this
argument. But is it th A study by Psychology Today magazine shows that many people are not satisfied with
their looks: These procedures are a branch of the plastic surgeries. These systems are very common in the US
and the UK. It is important to note that cosmetic surgeries are done only at the patients request unlike the
sister reconstructive surgeries. This could be the reason some people Cosmetic surgeries are medical
procedures performed on patients with an aim of improving their appearance in terms of beauty. It might be
giving you a sense of uniqueness or even adds character to your whole physical appearance, but what if you
just cant stand it? What if you have a physical attribute that just drives you mad? Beauty is one that you are
born with but in the modern world it has become something that is also obtainable. In the present many people
search for ways to improve themselves and have opted for plastic surgery as a way of becoming a better
version of them; however, it does not always work. Plastic surgery is a procedure t There are qualities that
people obtain and others that people are born with. Cosmetic plastic surgery is definitely risky, but the
industry will not be extinguished. Even when performed by a professional in the proper setting there are
always risk factors involved post operation. There may even be serious psychological issues that may Plastic
surgery should only be reserved for those who require it such as victims of accidents or people born with
defects such as cleft lip. However, the media displays beautiful women, with unattainable bodies, perfect
completions, and flawless hair. Thousands of young teenagers and adults suffer from body image disorders,
and have very low self-confidence. The main reason most of these disorders The media is all around
Americans, in magazines, on the internet, and on the television, sharing information to people from coast to
coast. In literature, -attractiveness often symbolizes an admirable protagonist, while ugliness indicates the
abominable antagonist. As children we are taught, without even realizing it, to prize beauty. People of every
race and culture have gone to extremes in the name of beauty - from foot-binding in China, to dangerously
constricting corsets in Victorian times, to nos Society has always valued beauty. People of every race and
culture have gone to extremes in the name of beauty - from foot-binding in China, to dangerously constricting
corsets in Victorian times, to nos Class 11 High School Plastic Surgery For Teenagers Essay Words: Some
men and women believe that plastic surgery is a great chance to have finally the body, face, and even romantic
life always dreamed about. Some men and women have other reasons for want plastic surgery Such as people
who want plastic surge Plastic Surgery is a controversial topic nowadays. Many deformities and functional
deficiencies can be partially or completely eliminated with the help of this science. Greek word "Plastikos" has
the origin of this procedure which means fit to mould. Reconstruction and cosmetic are two aspects of plastic
surgery. Although a surgery may Plastic surgery is a field of medical science associated with correcting the
form and function of a body part. Tag a friend, mentor or classmate.
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Plastic surgery is becoming a widespread pandemic in the United States. More and more people everyday are electing
to take this surgery which, for many people, is an unnecessary change to their body.

The system comprises of three components: Articulating surgical instruments capable of cutting, dissecting,
suturing are mounted on the robotic arms which are introduced into the body through cannulas. Unlike in
conventional surgery, the doctor does not touch these surgical instruments directly. Sitting at the control
console a few feet from the operating table, the surgeon looks into a viewfinder to examine the 3-D images
being sent by the camera inside the patient. The images show the surgical site and the two or three surgical
instruments mounted on the tips of the surgical rods. Advantages of Robotic Surgery: Major advantages of
robotic surgery are precision, miniaturization, smaller incisions, decreased blood loss, articulation beyond
normal manipulation, high definition, 3-D images, less fatigue of surgeons during long surgeries. Saving of
manpower and benefits of robotic tele surgery on the front lines of combat zones to the patients too, robotic
surgery offers certain benefits such as reduced pain and trauma, less blood loss, less postoperative pain, less
risk of infection, shorter hospital stay, faster recovery and less scarring. Robotic surgery is being done in India
also. However, because of the prohibitive cost, it is limited only to some select centers by surgeons trained at
centers abroad. Requirement of informed consent of the patient not just for the surgical procedure but for
performance of the procedure by the robotic surgeon. Adequate training of not just the surgeon but also the
rest of the team in robotic surgery. Need to assess the competence of human surgeons for robotic surgery
before allowing them to perform robotic surgery. If the surgeon is at a different geographical location, the
latency can be hazardous. Potential contraindications to robotic surgery such as history of a bleeding disorder,
prior surgery in the target area which may leave internal scar tissue , obesity, pregnancy and significant heart
or lung problems must be ruled out to prevent any operative hazards. Ethical guidelines will have to be put in
place to regulate the robotic surgery and protect the interests of the patients who may be exploited for
commercial reasons. There should be a program of planned preventive maintenance of equipment to ensure
high quality flawless performance. Being high precision equipment, periodic recalibration by the supplier
would be of utmost importance. Robotic surgery is the most modern modality in the field of surgery. Highly
advanced as it is, the facilities and knowhow are available only at a few limited places in India. The high cost
of robotic surgery and the issues discussed above are important practical considerations. Unless performed at
highly specialized centers and for ultra delicate procedures outside the competence of human surgeons,
surgery by robots may not inspire much confidence among the patients as of now.
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With the right direction you can easily complete a plastic surgery essay. Finding the right subject matter is a good place
to begin, plastic surgery has a variety of different topics to choose from. Some examples are: risks of cosmetic surgery,
teen plastic surgery, overview of plastic surgery, etc.

Plastic surgery is a field of medical science associated with correcting the form and function of a body part.
Many deformities and functional deficiencies can be partially or completely eliminated with the help of this
science. Reconstruction and cosmetic are two aspects of plastic surgery. Although a surgery may be carried
out for both reconstructive and cosmetic purposes, there are some surgeries that are intended to purely heal
and reconstruct the functional aspect. Others may focus on aesthetic aspect but the base of a cosmetic surgery
lies in reconstructive approach. When a tumor inside the brain has to be operated for reconstruction, it is a
reconstructive plastic surgery. Cosmetic procedures are usually done to improve self-confidence and enhance
apparent beauty. The normal body structures like nose, cheeks, chin etc. Candidates who opt for cosmetic
surgery must carry a positive outlook and a realistic attitude to see desired changes in self-image. Its purpose
should solely be a higher self-esteem and it should never be sought as a way to impress anyone or change
yourself as others expect you to look like. Treatment of burns, microsurgery and hand surgery are some other
types of plastic surgery. Sushruta is known to be the father of Surgery and is known to make contributions to
the field of surgical operations in 6th century B. It is believed that the reconstructive surgical procedures were
in place by B. Walter Yeo is the first person known to have got benefit from plastic surgery in Even the
ancient Romans are known to have carried out plastic surgery to reconstruct body parts like ears. It was only
after anesthesia like techniques were devised that plastic surgery became a painless process. Gradually sterile
techniques were introduced to reduce chances of infection. Antibiotics like penicillin and sulfonamide made
these elective surgeries even more effective. Skin grafting is the most common technique used in plastic
surgery. The source of this skin tissue may be the donor or the recipient. Functional deficits resulting from
burns, injuries from a traumatic incident, fracture of facial bones, cancers or tumors, developmental
complications etc. Thus hand surgery, repair of scars, breast reduction plasty, breast reconstruction after a
mastectomy, creating an outer ear missing congenitally, etc. Cleft Lip and Palate Surgery, craniofacial surgery
in children and adults, reconstructing benign lesions of skin, head and neck through surgical and laser
treatment are others in the category. Cosmetic surgery is another procedure which is done to improve physical
appearance and reduce signs of aging in a person. Botox and injectable fillers used on face, eyelid surgery for
cosmetic and functional purposes, cosmetic ear surgery, facelift surgery, liposuction, lifting and shaping
procedures of the body and cosmetic breast surgery are some types of commonly done cosmetic surgical
procedures.
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Chapter 9 : Essay on cosmetic surgery with laser
I remember it clearly. My aunt allowed me to witness and indirectly partake in her surgery. I was there at that
observatory deck just before surgery the image of my face reflected on the glass.

The Environment Plastic surgery is known as the course of restructuring or repairing parts of the body by the
transfer of tissue. Generally, surgeons do plastic surgery for the treatment of injury or for cosmetic purpose.
As per history, first plastic surgery was found in India since the Indus Valley Civilization. India also practiced
reconstructive surgery techniques by BC. Plastic cosmetic surgery was also performed by the Romans. The
Romans were able to practice simple process and procedures from the 1st century BC. The name of the first
American surgeon was John Peter Mettauer. He performed his first plastic surgery with the help of instruments
in Sir Harold Gillies is known as the father of modern plastic surgery. Sir Harold Gillies developed many
tactics of modern facial surgery. He created those techniques to help soldiers, who were suffering from
disfiguring facial wounds during the First World War. Surgeons usually transfer skin tissues in plastic surgery.
Reconstructive process is used to repair the damages on the face or body, including cleft lips and palates and
ear deformities, traumatic. Reconstructive surgery is used to handle with abnormalities. Cosmetic process is
also called aesthetic process. Common cosmetic methods include augmentation mammoplasty or reduction
mammoplasty, reshaping the nose and liposuction. There are many types of plastic surgery. One type of
surgery is rhinoplasty, which is used to change the shape of a nose. The second most common kind of plastic
surgery is liposuction that is practiced to help you to lose weight. The next type of surgery is abdominoplasty,
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